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WHAT I’LL BE TALKING ABOUT

• Multi-dimensional problems and the need for multi-dimensional solutions
• Challenges to changing culture and practice
• A tale of two projects

• Early Action System Change
• Inclusion as Prevention

• Reflections on the way we approach ‘solutions’ 
• Discussion: Where will we have the most impact? And why?
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MULTI-DIMENSIONAL PROBLEMS 
REQUIRE 
MULTI-DIMENSIONAL SOLUTIONS
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Enabling macro-
level conditions for 

change 
Embedding change in 

micro-level culture 
and practice 



BARRIERS TO CHANGING PRACTICE 

Time

Info 
overwhelm

Permission Leadership

Alignment 
with values

Trust Access

Closed 
relationships

Procedures



SOCIAL SYSTEMS AS A DEFENSE 
AGAINST ANXIETY 
Everyday practices which act as a defense against anxiety

1. Denial of feelings

2. De-personalization

3. Ambiguity of responsibility – i.e. who is responsible for what?

4. Fragmentation of relationships (i.e. many short meetings and/or meetings with lots of people to resolve a 
single issue or get treatment)

5. A culture of ‘busyness’ 

6. Delegation – of even insignificant decisions to superiors (reduction of individual responsibility)

7. Avoidance of change - “clinging to the inappropriate familiar”

8. Lots of checks and balances – which reduce the weight of individual responsibility 

9. Projection on to others (e.g. overwhelm leads to blaming others, assumed sense of failure leads to 
expectation of harsh discipline) 

(Menzes, 1960)



SOME ENABLING 
MACRO-LEVEL 
CONDITIONS



DARTINGTON’S 
WORK TO EMBED 
MICRO-LEVEL 
CHANGE





EARLY ACTION 
SYSTEM CHANGE
RENFREWSHIRE 



STRENGTHS OF PROJECT

Links within existing Renfrewshire strategy 

Baseline data on need, service landscape and 
spending – pre Covid

Modelling on the relationships between coercive 
control and wellbeing

Young people led innovations produced through 
co-design

https://www.dartington.org.uk/earlyaction



UNIVERSAL

1. Promoting good outcomes for whole population 
2. Preventing poor outcomes for whole population 
PREVENTION / EARLY INTERVENTION

3. Preventative interventions targeting at risk groups
4. Preventative interventions targeting at risk individuals 
HIGH NEEDS
5. ‘Treatment ‘ interventions targeting individuals with identified high needs 
6. ‘Maintenance’ interventions for individuals with chronic/long-term needs

LEVELS OF INTERVENTION





• The aim was to start a conversation about re-investment towards prevention and early 

intervention (<1-5%)

• Financial information is typically designed to ensure accountability

• This means it is reported by separate organisation, service and manager

• To understand partnership potential to invest in prevention requires different information

• Fund mapping aims to provide this by identifying total investment, spend by level of 

intervention (universal, prevention, high need) and linking it to the workforce and children

ABOUT RENFREWSHIRE’S FUND MAP



LEARNING 1: Renfrewshire has a £200m+ resource, 
but a ‘hollow’ investment profile 



LEARNING 2: very few of the 3,000 strong workforce 
are in services primarily focusing on prevention and early intervention



LEARNING 3: because so little is invested in prevention, a small reduction 
in demand for high need services could make a big difference 



• Difficulty disaggregating budgets
• ‘Basic’ information on staff or children supported not 

readily available or comparable
• Geographic barrier to accessing health data

• Volatile and commercially sensitive VCS data

INVESTMENT IN CHILDREN’S SERVICES | RENFREWSHIRE FUND MAP

LEARNING 4: it’s a useful wake up call, 
but a tough exercise

LEARNING 5: Significant potential in 
workforce development opportunities 



1. Clearly specifying the resource 

commitment from each partner 

to work in ways that increase 

prevention and early intervention

2. Further refinement of activities 

upon completion of the co-

design activities in June 2021



CO-DESIGN COMMISSION

Eight voluntary organisations now commissioned forming the Co-Design 
Commission 

1. An animation – coercive control in platonic and romantic relationships 

2. Games – which help explore healthy relationships and tackle coercive control 

3. A public health campaign – which focus on mental health during / after 
lockdown

4. Narratives – which raise awareness about how to have healthy relationships 
online

5. Workshop programme – for exploring healthy relationships through a 
residential care setting

6. Training programme – about coercive control (possible partnership with MVP)

7. Walk and talk programme – creates space to talk about and tackle coercive 
control 



Active Communities and Create Paisley 

• Public health campaign raising awareness about the experience of lockdown 
for young people: https://www.instagram.com/through.storms/

• Connecting people through Instagram and poster campaign

• Possible connection to schools in autumn 

CASE STUDY 





OPPORTUNITIES

New strategy development?

Scale-out innovations?

Use baseline data as a benchmark for 
understanding changing need?

Share learning?

September exhibition! 

https://www.dartington.org.uk/earlyactionsystemchange



CHALLENGES

Lead partner, but not budgetary power 
or formal leadership role within services

Decision making processes made for a 
number of reasons – not necessarily 
evidence-based

Relationship tensions and trust 

Profile diminished during pandemic



INCLUSION AS 
PREVENTION
SOUTH LANARKSHIRE 



STRENGTHS OF PROJECT

Lead partner is South Lanarkshire

Strong relationships across the all four partners

Relationships have experienced rupture and 
survived

Young people led innovations are in the lead

5 years (rather than 3 for EASC)



DOES INCLUSION 
LEAD TO 
PREVENTION?



IAP ETHOS

The IAP ethos has the rights of children at its heart. The 
project particularly strives to uphold the following rights:

• Children who break the law
• Sharing thoughts freely 
• Access to education 
• Aims of educations
• Setting up or joining groups 
• Life, survival and development 
• Protection of privacy 
• No discrimination 
• Rest, play, culture and arts 

And central to our approach is ‘respect for children’s 
views’



CITIZEN-LED 
TESTS OF CHANGE

AN EARLY DEVELOPMENT ECOSYSTEM: MAPPING EARLY YEARS SERVICES
Date: 11/04/19

• ‘Trapped in the system’
• Reducing domestic abuse and the impact on 

children & families
• Supporting children and young people 

experiencing grief & loss
• Detached youth work
• Absent carers support group



CASE STUDY 

• On 4th May, the young people gave an internal performance and are now looking at having a public 
live stream of the performance followed by a Q&A session in July.

• The young people have now began forming a justice experienced board where they will become an 
expert group for developing and redesigning youth justice services.

• First topics that they are focusing on are how their video will be used to make a difference across 
South Lanarkshire. Including as a peer support tool and codesigning training for Children and Families 
Social Work team



PRACTICE-BASED 
TESTS OF CHANGE

AN EARLY DEVELOPMENT ECOSYSTEM: MAPPING EARLY YEARS SERVICES
Date: 11/04/19

• 16 practitioners from across social work, 
education and health 

• Four different areas for improvement: 
• Infant feeding
• P1 transition (from nursery to P1)
• Detached youth work 
• P7 transition (from P7 to S1)

• Culture change: life course, cross-sector 
working, and value of connection 



1.Intensive support: Social work
2.Junior pathfinders: Education
3.Trapped in the system: Youth 

justice
4.Absent skills: Residential care
5.Detached youth work: Policing
6.Domestic abuse: Youth activism
7.Grief and loss: Community 

Tests of change 

1. Practice-based tests of 
change and leadership 
development

2. Co-designed learning and 
development programme

3.... ?
4.... ?
5.... ?
6.... ?
7.... ?

Improvements

• Spring Forum 
(June 11th)

• Feedback loops: 
Adopt, Adapt, 
Abandon

Test with 
community 

• Embedded 
evaluation

• Ongoing 
monitoring and 
support

• Themed reports

Evaluation 

ENGAGEMENT TO IMPROVEMENT 



CHALLENGES

Roles are blurred

Shifting resource? What 
evidence/rationale is needed?

Lots of activity – but what to measure?

Relationship breakdown again?



WE WILL ALWAYS NEED TO 
TRANSLATE AND MOBILSE, 
EVIDENCE DOES NOT STAND ALONE
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EVIDENCE INTO 
ACTION

1. Enthusiasm 

2. Trust

3. Support 

4. Leadership

5. Tailored information

6. Target barriers 

7. Integration

8. Access

9. Ownership

10. Reflection 



(Gabbay & le May 2004)



THREE WAYS OF 
MOBILISING KNOWLEDGE

1. Linear knowledge transfer approach. Publishing, 
disseminating, presenting are all forms of liner ‘push’ modes 
of knowledge mobilisation. 

2. Relational knowledge exchange approach. Community-
building, training, problem-solving conversations are all 
examples of a more relational and exchange-oriented 
approach.

3. Co-production. Co-creating resources, co-designing 
processes, creatively exploring research evidence and lived 
experience are all examples of how one might co-produce 
knowledge. 

4. Scaling out. Many ‘mills’ all learning from one another. 



TENSIONS TO BE BALANCED
COMMUNALLY DRIVEN CHANGE WHAT WORKS MODEL 

Principles and vision Data and evidence

Relationships and interdependence Roles and (statutory) responsibilities

Engagement in the lead Research in the lead

Change through small changes to practice Change through large-scale interventions (e.g. 
shifting spend)

Collaboration Partnership 

Values Agreements 



DISCUSSION: WHERE WILL HAVE THE 
MOST IMPACT 
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